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ABSTRACT. We establish a duality relation between one of the twisted group algebras
of the hyperoctahedral group Hk and a Lie superalgebra q(no)®q(ni) for any mtegers
A. > 4 and no, "i ̂  1, where q(no) and q(ni) denote the "queer" Lie superalgebras.
Note'that this twisted group algebra B'^ belongs to a different cocycle from the one
Bk used by A. N. Sergeev in [8] and by the present author in [11].

We will use the supertensor product Ck^B'k of the 2fc-dimensional CliiFord algebra
Ck and Bt> as an intermediajy for establishing our duaJity. We show that the algebra
Ck 8>^ and q(nn) ® q(ni) act on the fc-fold tens0'' Product w= ̂8fc^fth/^aturaJ
repr^entation V of q(no + ni) as mutual supercentralizers of each other ̂ (Thwrem
4^1). Moreover, we show that 5^ and q(no) © q(ni) act on a subspace W of W as
mutual supercentralizers of each other (Theorem 4.2). TUs duality relation^gives
a formula for the character values of simple 5'^-modules. This formula is different
from a formula (Theorem E) obtained by J. R. Stembridge (cf. [10, Lem 7.5]).

§1. INTRODUCTION

We establish a duality relation (Theorem 4.2) between one of the twisted group
algebras of the hyperoctahedral group Hk and a Lie superalgebra q (no) © q(ni) for
any integers k^A and no, ni ̂  1. Here q(no) and q(ni) denote the^^'queer" Lie
superalgebras al called by some authors. The twisted group algebra B'^ in fociis m
this paper belongs to a different cocycle from the one Bk used by A. N. Sergeev in
his work [8] on aduality with q(n) and by the present author in a previous work
[11]. This B'k contains the twisted group algebra Ak of the symmetnc group ©fc in
a straightforward manner (cf; (2. 1)), and has a structure similar to the semidirect
product of Ak aiid C[(Z/2Z)fc].

We will use the algebra Cfc <2> B^, where Ck is the 2fc-dimensional Clifford algebra
(cf. (3. 2)) and ® denotes the Zs-graded tensor product (the supertensor product)
(cf. [I], [2], [11, §1]). We defiiie a representation of Cfc ® B'j, in the fc-fold teiisor
product W = V®k 'of V = C"o+"1 ©C"o+"1, the space of the natural representation
of the Lie superalgebra q(no + ni). This representation of Ck ® B'^ depends on no
and ni, not just no +ni. Note that Bk can be regarded as a subalgebra ofCk ®Bfc,
since Bk is isomorphic to Ck ® Ak by our previous result (cf. [11, Th. 3.2]). Under
tliis embedding, our representation of Cfc 0 B'^ restricts to the representation of
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Bk in W defined by Sergeev (cf. Theorem C). We show that the centralizer of
Ck®B'k in End(lV) is generated by the action of the Lie superalgebra q(no) ©q(ni)
^Th_eorem 4'1^' Moreover we show that B'^ and q(no) © q(ni) act on a subspace W
of W "as mutual centralizers of each other" (Theorem 4.2). This duaUty relation
gives a formula for the character values of simple ff^-modules (Corollary 4. 4). In
this fonnula, the character values are described as the entries of the traiisition
matrix between two bases of ̂  ® Qy (see the definition of these rings ̂  and Qy
^\Appen^. ix: A\ These bases are different from those used by J. R. Steinbridge in
[10, Lem 7. 5] (cf. Theorem E). Note that Ak and q(n) act on the same space W
"as mutual centralizers of each other" (cf. Theorem D).

In Appendix, we include short explanations of some known reults, which we use
in the previous sections.

In this paper, all vector spaces, and associative algebras, and representations
are assumed to be finite dimeiisional over C unless specified otherwise. The precise
statemeiits of the results skeched in the introduction use the formulation "of Za-
graded representations of Z2-graded algebras (superalgebras) (cf. Appendix, B) as
was used in [1] and [2].

§2. SIMPLE MODULES FOR A TWISTED GROUP ALGEBRA ^
For any A; > 1 let B'^ denote the associative algebra generated by r' and the 7,,

i <:i ̂  k-1, with relations

(2. 1)
r/2=7?=l (l^i^k-1), (7, 7,^)3=1 (l^z^fc-2),
(7,-7, )2=-1 (\i-j\^2), (r/7, )2=l (2 ̂ ^ A--1),
(T/7l)4 = 1.

If k^ 4, then B^ is isomorphic to a twisted group algebra of the hyperoctaliedral
group Hk with a nontrivial 2-cocycle (cf. [10, Prop. 1. 1]). We regard B'^ as a
superalgebra by giving the geiierator r/ (resp. the generator 7,, 1 ^ i ^ k-1)
degree 0 (resp. degree 1). Note that tliis grading of B'f, is difFerent-from that of
Bk in (3. 1) or in [11]. Let Ak denote the subsuperalgebra of B'f, generated by 7,,
1 ^i ^ k-1. If k ^ 4, then Ak is isomorphic to a twisted group algebra of
the symmetric group Gk with a nontrivial 2-cocycle, with the Zs-gradingas in [2]
and [11] The simple Afc-modules are parametrized by DPk, the distinct partitions
(the strict partitions) of k (cf. [2], [7], [9]). For A   DPfc, let V^ denote a simple
^. fc-module indexed by X.

The simple Bfc-modules are parametrized by (DP2)k, where (DP2)k denotes
the set of aU (A, ^)   DP2 such that |A| + \p, \ = A; (DP = Ufc>o £)pfc). For
(A, ,u)   (-DP2)fc, we construct a fffc-module VA,^ indexed by (A, /i) as follows. Define
a surjective homomorphism of superalgebras TTJ;; : ^ -». Ak (resp. TT^: ̂  -» ̂ )
by 7Tfc(r/) =1, TTfcj^ = id.A, (resp. 4(r/) = -1, TT'^ = id^J. The simple ̂ -
(resp. ^-fc')-module V^ (resp. y^) can be lifted to a 5^, (resp. ^_fc, )-module
via 7Tfc^(resp. ^^_^), where k' = \\\. This (simple) ^, "(resp. ̂ _;, )'-module is
denoted by V^^ (resp. V^). Let V^, ^ denote the ^-module iiiduced from the
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Bf,, 0 ^_(;/-module V\^ 6 V^, ^, iiainely

V^=B, ®^^_^{V^oV^)
(see the defai ition of the operation 6 in Appendix, (B. l)), where K'^, (resp. B'^_^)
is embedded into B'^ as & subsuperalgebra generated by r{ and the "fi, 1 <:i <:
k' - 1 (resp. T^+i aiid the 7,-, A; + 1 ^ j ^ A; - 1) (rj denotes the elemeiit
7, -i72 -2 . . . 7l7-/7i . . . 7i-27i-i of BQ.

Theorem 2. 1. (cf. [10], Th. 7. 1) {V^ | (A, ^)   (DP2)k} is a complete set of the
isomorphism classes of simple Bk -modules.

The proof is analogous to the little group method, and is omitted. It can also
be shown that this parametrizatioii coincides with that by Stembridge in [10, Th.
7. 1] module the usual difference between Zz-graded and non-graded modules.

§3. THE ALGEBRAS Bfc AND Cfc <2> B^
For any k >, l, let Bk denote the associative algebra geiierated by r and the cr,,

1 ^i ^ k-1, with relations

(3. 1)
T2=(T?=1 (l^i^k-1), (CT, CT.+l)3=l (l^^fc-2),
(a^-)2=l (|z-j|^2), (r<7, )2=l (2^z^fc-l),
(r<7i)4=-l.

We regard Bk as a superalgebra by giving the generator r (resp. the generator o-;,
1 <, i ^k -1) degree 1 (resp. degree 0). The subgroup of (Bk)x generated by o-,-,
l<:i^k-l, is isoinorpliic to the symmetric group of degree k and it is denoted
by ©k.

Let Ck denote the 2fc-dimensional Clifford algebra, iiainely Cfc is geiierated by
^, ---, ^k with relations

(3. 2) ^?=1, ^=-$^ (^j).

We regard Ck as a superalgebra by giviiig the geiierator ̂ i, 1 ^z ^A;, degree 1. Ck
is a simple superalgebra. Let Xk be a unique simple Cfc-module.

The superaJgebra Bk is isomorphic to the superteiisor product of the superalge-
bras Ck and Ak (see the definition of the supertensor product in [I], [2], [11, §1]).
Define a linear map ̂ : Bk -> C): <S> Ak by

(3. 3) t?(7-<) ̂  ^ ® 1 (1 ̂  ^ A;),

1?((7, ) ^ ^(^, -^) ®-Y, (1 ̂ J ̂ fe-l)
where r, = o-i-i . . . <7ir<7i .. . o';--i. Then ?? is an isomorphism of superalgebras (cf.
[11, Th. 3. 2]). For A   DPk, define a ^-module WA by W^A = ^ o ^. By
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CoroUaiy B.2, {W^ | A   DPk} is a complete set of the isomorphism classes of
simple Bfc-modules.

Let Bk denote the superteiisor product of the algebras Ck aiid B'^ namely Bk =
Ck <S»B'k. Since Bk ̂  Ck <Si Ak, Bk can be regarded as a subsuperalgebra of Bk.
Forlx^)   (pp2 )^ put ^, ^ 

= Xk o ^^. By Corollary B.2^ {W^ \ (A, /i)  
(-DP2)fc} is a complete set of the isoinorphism classes of simple Bfc-modules. Note
that W\^ is isomorphic to the Bk-modu\e induced from the Bk' ® Bk-k'-modvle
WA, <^, ° W<f>, p, where A;/ = |A|, nainely

(3. 4) W^ ̂  Bk ̂ , ^_,, (w^ ° ^^)-

§4. A DUALITY OF ̂  AND q(no) © q(ni)

Let q(n) denote the queer Lie superalgebra, iiamely q(n) is the Lie subsuperal-
gebra ofg[(n, n) (denoted by J(n, n) in [5]) consistmg of the matrices of the form

B A J' Let ̂ " = ZY(q(n)) denote the universal enveloping algebra of q(n),
which can be regarded as a superalgebra.

Let W denote the k-fold supertensor product of the 2n-diinensional natural
representation V = C"©C" ofq(n), namely W = V®k. We define a representatic
9:^n^End(TV) by

6(X)(ui S>---®vk)= ̂(-l)^-(^+-+-'^-)^
J=l

> Xvj ® . . -®vk

for all homogeneous elements ̂    q(n) and v, eV (Ki^k). Note that Un is an
iiifinite dimensional superalgebra. However, for a fixed nmnber k. Un acts "on W
through its finite dimensioiial image in End(lV). Therefore we can use the results
in Appendix, E on finite dimensional superalgebras and their finite dimeiisional
modules.

Let no and ni be two positive iiitegers such that no + ni = n. The Lie superal-
gebra q(no) © q(ni) can be embedded into q(n) via

(4. 1) q(no)©q(ni)5 A B
B A

C D
D C

A 0 B 0
0 C 0 D
A 0 B 0
0 C 0 D.

  
q(n).

The universal enveloping algebra of q (no) © q(ni) is isomorphic to Un, ®Un^
which can be embedded into Un as a subalgebra generated by the elements of
q("o)©q(ni).

Now we define a representation f: Bk-^ End(lV) of Bk, which depends on no
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and ni, by

(4. 2)
^(^i ® 1)(^1 0-- . ®Vfe) = (-l)<;T+-+577::i'Vi ®---®Pvi®
^(I®T/)(VI ®---®Vfc) = (Qvi)®V2®---®Vfc,
^(l®7.?)(vi ®---® rfc)

(_l)^+--+i3J^T

'vk (l^i^k),

^ t/l <2> .. . <8> (Pvj ® Vj+i - (-l)v3Vj ® Pvj+i) S>--- 8>Vk

(1 $J^ fc-1)

matrices respectively. Note

for all homogeneous eleinents vj  . V, l-^ j < k, where P aiid Q deiiote the
^no 0 0 0

. (A-'/?Jn)Md|S'-^. l I
000 -Jn,

that, by the isomorphism i?: Bk ^ Cfc ® Afc(C Bk), W can be regaj-ded as a j8fc-
module and this Sfc-inodule was investigated by Sergeev in [8] (cf. Theorem C).

Let W be a £/ng ®^n^-subinodule of W. Since (q(no) ©q(ni))o ^ g((no, C) ©
g[(ni, C) as a Lie algebra, and V is a sum of two copies of the natural represen-
tation C" = C"° © C"1 of gl(no, C) © g((ni, C), this einbeds W'\^n, )^(n, )^ into
a smn of tensor powers of the natural representation, so that this representation
of g[(no, C) © gt(ni, C) can be mtegrated to a polynomial representation 0w' of
GL(no, C) x GL(n-i, C). Let Ch[W] denote the character of 0w, namely

Ch[W'](x^.. -, Xn,, yi, - . . , ynJ = trl9w(diag(a;i,. .. , a;nJ, diag(yi,... , ynJ).

The following theorem determines the supercentralizer of ̂ r(Bje) in End(W^) and
describes the characters of simple Uny (2) ̂ /n, -modules appearing in W.

Theorem 4. 1. (1) The two supemlgebras ̂ {Bie) and Uno 8>^ni a'ct on W as the
mutual supercentralizers of each other :

(4. 4) End^^^^(lV) = ^(%), End^^^(W) = 6(^ ®^).

(2) The simple Bk-module W\^ ((-^, ju)   (PP2)^) occurs m W if and only if
?(A) ^ no and Z(/^) ^ ni. Moreover W is decomposed as a multiplicity-free sum of
simple Bk ® (Uno ® Un-i)-'modules as follows:

(4. 5) w^Bt®(l/no®^i) W^o{UxoU^
(A,^)£(Z)P2),

i(A)<no,;(^)$"i

where U\ (resp. U^i) denotes the simple Uny (resp. Uni )-module corresponding to
the simple B\\\ (resp. B^\ }-moduleW\ (resp. W^ ) in Sergeev's duality (cf. Theorem
C).
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(3) Put U\^ == U\oU^. Then the character values of Ch[U\^} are given as
follows:
(4. 6)

d(A. y)-i(A)-;(»,)
/A, /.J(2;i,..., ^<,, yi,..., ^)=2-'"""? 2'" '""Q^x^..., Xn,)Q^,..., y^

whered: (-Dp )fc -" Z2 denotes a map defined by d(\, p.) = 0 (resp. d(\, p,) == 1)
if l(\) + l(p.) is even (resp. l{\) + l(^) is odd) and Q), and Q^ denote Schur's
Q-functions (cf. Appendix, A).

Proo/ First we will show the second equality of (4.4). Then the first equality
also follows from the double supercentralizer theorem (abbreviated as DSCT) for
semisimple superalgebras (cf. [11, Th. 2. 1]).

By direct calculations, it caii be checked that Q(X ® Y) commutes with ̂ (Bk)
for any X   q(no), Y C q(ni). Heiice we have End^^(W) D Q(L/n, ®^J.
Moreover, it can be shown that any element / of End^g (W) belongs to the
subsuperalgebra of End(Wr) = End{V)®k generated by the elements of the form

3

EJ=i 1<2>---<8»1<2)^®1®... ®1 with X   q(no) © q(ni). Hence we have
End^ )W<=e(^®^).

Since V caii be regarded the space of the natural representation of q (no) © q(ni),
it follows by Theorein C, that any simple Un^ <2)^n, -module occurring in W = V^k
is oftheform u\ou^ (A'^)   (-DP2)fc, Mid that ̂  o ^ occurs in W if and only
if l(\) ^ no and Z(/x) ^ ni. By (4. 4) and DSCT, TV'can be decomposed as a
multipUcity-free sum of non-isomorphic simple Bk®(U^ ® ZYnJ-modules. Agaiii
by Theorem C, it can be shown that the simple Bk-module, which is paired with
U^ 6 U^ in TV, coiitains IV^,^ ® W^,^ as a Bk' ® Sfc-fc'-submodule. By (3. 4), it
follows that this sunple Bk-modvle is isomorphic to W\^. Therefore the result (2)
follows.

The result (3) immediately follows from Theorem C, (3) and the fact that

Ch[UoU'](x^..., x^y,,... ^)
f Ch[U] (xi,..., xn, ) Ch[U'] (yi,... , y«J if U or C7/ is of type M,

\ ^ Ch[U]{x^.. ., Xn, )Ch[U'](y^... ,y«Jif U, U' are of type Q
(see the^definition of the "type" of simple modules ofsuperalgebras in the
before Theorem B. l). D

We can rewrite (4. 5) usiiig the isomorphism W), ^ ^ Xk o VA,^ as Sfc-inodules.
We have

w^ © (XkoV^)oU^.
(A,^e(i5p2 ),

The Clifford algebra Ck contains the commuting involutions <, = V/rl6. -i&i,
1 ^ _z ̂  r = LfJ, of degree 0. For each e = (e^,... ,£r)   Z$, put W£ = {J 6
W I ̂ «, ® l)(w) = {-l)£'w (l^i^ r)}. Then we have W = C^z; W£. Since
C, ® 1 coimnutes with 1 ® 0^ for each I ^i ̂ r, W£ isa B'^® {U^ ̂ Un, )-module.
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Theoreni 4.2. For cache   Z^, tfce submodule W  is decomposed as a multiplicity-
free sum of simple B'^ <8> (Lfny ® Un^ ̂ -modules as follows:

(4. 7) w ^®(l/»o®^»i) v^°u^.
(A, /. )e(0p2 ),

In the above decomposition, the simple B^-modules are paired with the simple Uno ®
Un^ -modules in a bijective manner.

Ifk is even, then we have

(4. 8) End^^^^(W£) = ^(Bfc), End^^)(W£) = 6(^ ®^J.
If k is odd, then we have

(4. 9) End^^^^(W£)SCi®^(^), End^^(TV£)-Ci 0 0(^ ®^).

Proof. For a simple Bk ® [Uny 0 ZYnj)-moduIe (7 = (Xfc 6 V^^) 6 U\^ of W, put
U£ ={v^lf\ ^(C, 0 1)?; = (-l)6'^ (1 ̂ v z ^ r)} for each ̂  = (d,.. ., ^r)   Z^.
Then U£ is a ^ ® {U^ <8» ̂ J-submodule of U\^^^^ ^ {V^ o U^)WT.
Since dimU£ = 2~r<^.mU = dimVx,,, o U\, ^ we have U£ S V\^ o U\^. Therefore
the result (4. 7) follows.

Assume that k is even. We will show the second equality in (4.8). Then the
first equality follows from DSCT. Siiice W£ is a, B'^® (Uno <S>^nJ-module, we have
6(^0 ®^)]w. C End^e, )(WE). By DSCT, (4. 7) and (4. 5), we have

dimEnd^(6^(W£) = dimEnd^^^(^)

since both equal ^ (dim^, ^)2+ E i(dhn^^)2. By Theorem
(A,^)6(2?^)^- (\, ^)e(DP^

4. 1, (1), we have dim End^^ ̂  (W) = dun 0(ZYng ®t/ni) . Moreover, it can be showii
that a liiiear map pe : ©(^/no ®^ni) -» ©(^no ®Z4i)|w defined by pe (/) = /|w
for any /   ©(Z^no ®^ni) is bijective. Hence we have dim6(^ng ®^ni)|w =
dimEnd^(g^(lV£). It follows that 6(l/ng ®^ni)|wc = End^(g^(W£), as required.

Assume that k is odd. Then the supercentralizer End^(g/)(W£) contaiiis an in-
vertible eleinent 1Br($fe)   ̂ (Cfc). The subsuperalgebra of End^(g^(W£) generated
by ^(^fc) is isomorphic to Ci. By the argument similar to the proof of (4. 8), the
result (4. 9) foUows from DSCT (cf. [11, Cor. 2. 1]). D

Let us mention a relation between the branching rule of the q(n)-modules to
q(no) © q(ni) and that of the Sfc-modules to Bk (or that of the Bj^-modules to Ak)-

If an A-module V restricts to an B-module, we write V [-^ for this B-module, for
a superalgebra A and a subsuperalgebra B of A. Moreover, we write [V : ^7]^ (or
simply write [V : U]) for the multiplicity of a simple A-module U in an A-module
V.
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Corollary 4.3. Put

m-=^^:. »., :£7-l.
mf^ = [W^ ig: TV, ] (resp. [^,, i%: y, ]) .

Then we have

(4. 10) />
m"^ =

r l
3m/. t, i/ if w^, v (resp. y^, ^) is of type M

aiid W), (resp. Vj,) is of type Q,
2m^ if W^ (resp. y/,, ^) is of type Q

and W), (resp. V\) is of type M,
m./l, t/ otherwise.

Proof. Using (4. 5) and (C. 2) we consider the multiplicities of the simple Bk0{Un, ®
«", Module W,. ^ ,. ̂  ^^^^ ^ ^ ^;^^J ̂ p,..,^.
Then, in the case of [W^ lg: Wx], the result (4. 10) follows.

?n^hecaslof ^. l/ .l^: yAl'the result (4-10) simnarly foUows by using (4. 7)
aiid (D. l). D

Let H'^ be the subgroup of (^)x generated by -1, r/, 71,..., 7fc_i. Then ^
is a double cover (a central extensioii with a Zz kernel) of Hk. For a pair (/t, ;^) of
partitions K aiid ;/, let WK'V denote the element of H'^ defined by

w K, t/ __= WiW2 . . . WlW'^ . . . w[, (I = l(K~), I' = l(v)),
Wi = 7a+l7<2+2 . . . 7a+K, -l (ffl = Kl +... + K, _l),
w'i = 76+176+2 . . . 7b+^-iTb+^ (b=\K\+^+... + ;^. _i).

Note that the image of WK'I/ in Hk is a representative of the conjugacy class of Hk
iiidexed by (/c, z/) Let Ch[V^] denote the character of V^, namely Ch[V), ^}(w) =
tr(WVA. J for w   fffc where w^^ denotes the action of w   fffc on V^ Then
^[Vx, ^(wK^) = 0 miless (/c, ^)   (OP2)fc, where (OP2)^ denotes the 'set of all
(/c, ;/)   OP2 such that \K\+\V\ = A; (OP denotes the odd partitions). We describe a
fonnulafor the character values of simple ̂ -modules. Define a map e: (DP2) ̂ -^
Z2 by £(A, /x) = 1 (resp. e(A, /x) = 0) if (A, /.)   (DP2)^ (resp. (A, /x)   (PP2);).
Corollary 4.4. We have
(4. 11)
2-p^, y)p^-y) = ^ Ch[y,., ](^--)2-!<A)-^)-(^)^^)Q, (y)

(A, ^)e(z?p2 ),

. for all (/t, z/)   (OP2)fc, where p^x. y) [resp. p^(x, -y)) denotes the power sum
symmetric function p^(2:i, 3;2,... , 2/1, ^2,... ) (resp. ^(2:1, 2:2,..., -yi, --y2,... ))
(c/. Appendix, A).

proof' By what we noted before Theorem 4-1. any ̂  ® (^no ®^nJ-submodule TV/
of W caii be regarded as a ^-module with a commuting polynoinial representatioii
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0w of GL(no, C) x G£(ni, C). Here we extend our notation in Theorem4. 1 t^\et
Ch[W'}(x®g) denote the trace tr(xw ° ^W'C?)) for x 6'0fc and ff   G'£(n. o, C) x
G£(ni, C), where xw denotes the action of x e B'^ on W.

"For any £, £' 6 Z^, we have W£ ̂ ^^^^ W£l. Hence, for (^)   (OP2)^
and £ =diag(a;i,..., a;no, yi,..., ?/ni)   G^(n, C), we have

(4. 12) Ch[W£] (,wK 'l/ ®E)= 2-r Ch[W] ((1 ® WK'V) ® E)

where 1 ® WK'-/   Cfc ® ̂  = Bfc. Put fc/ == |K| aiid ; = l^). Then fc - fe/ =
H."Moreover put W = V^k' and W" = V®k-k>. We havew"-1' = wK'<i'w^l/,
where wK14> C By, w4>'v   Bfc-fc'. Define a representations of Bfc' on W (resp. ^a
representation of Bk-k' on W") by the same manner as the representation ̂  of,
in W. Then we have

~Ch[W} ((1 ® w't-t/) 0 £) = Ch[W'} ((1 ® ̂ 'c'^) <2> E} Ch[W"} ((1 ® w^t/) ® £).
The eleinent l®wK'<A ofBk' is a product of k'-I elements l®7j = t?(-^(7'j-^-+i)(rj)
(cf. (3. 3)). This product can be expressed in the following form:

k'-l
1 ® iyK '^ 

= ( ̂  ) x $^(a product of the i9(rp)) x t9((7K'^

where ̂  = 9^92 ... 91, 3i = ^a+K^a+2 .. . <7a+^. -i (a = E^i Kj)- Then the 2fc
terms in the smnmatioii are conjugate to i9(ffK^) in t9((Bfc)x). Therefore we have

Ch[W'} ((1 ®wK'^) ®E)= 2k'-l(V2)-^'-1^ Ch[W'} (i9(a'<^) ® £)

= 2'u^^(2;l,..., 2;no. yir-^yni).

Put I' = l(v). Similarly we have

Ch[W"} ((I ® w^--) ® £?) = 2fc-fc'-''(v/2)-<fc-fc'-° Ch[TV//](^(<7^-t/) 0 £')
t-fc'+l'

= 2-?-^pt, (2;i, ... , 2;no, -yi, ..., -!

where a'<fl 'v 
= g[g'^ . -. g'i,, 9\ = <76+i^+2 .. . ^+.. -i^+.. (6 = E}=li ^)- By (4-12)

and (4. 13), we have

Ch[W£] ((1 ® wK lt/) ® E)

f2 i±iip.(2;i, a:2,..., 2/i, 2/2,... )P^(^^2,..., -yi, -y2,... ) if fe is even,

'[21±^±l^(2;i^2,..., yi, y2,... )p. (^i^2,..., -yi, -y2,... )iffeisodd.

By (4.6), Theorem B. l and (B. l), we have

Ch[V^oU^}(wK 't'®E)

rCh[y^](wK 't/)2-c(A">)^)-!WQA(^,..., ^o)^(yi.. --y". ) if^ is even,

[ Ch[V^}(wK'v)2
-, (>, ^-tl»-l(u)+l Q^x^,..., Xn,)Q^yi,..., ynj if k is odd.
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Since these hold for all no and ni, the result follows. D

Let us mention a relationship between tliis fonnula and Stembridge's formula (cf.
Theorein E). Define an algebra endomorphism i. o{^®Qy by i(/®l) = f(x, y) =
/^a;l'a;2'"7yl'y2 '-, -:^and i(1®^) = 5(a:, -y) = ^i, ^2,..., -yi-y2,... ).
Note that {Q>(x^)Q^-y) [ (A, /i)   DP2} is a basis of ̂  0'^y (cf. [10,
Th- 7-l'Lem- 7-5])- It follows that i. is ail automorphism, since i(Q \(x)Q ^(y) =
OA(2;, y)Q^(a;, -y). Moreover siiice i(pr(x, y)) = 2p^(x) and i(pr (x, -y)) =2pr. (y)
for aiiy odd r, it follows that the image of (4. 11) uiider t coincides with Stembndge''s
formula.

APPENDIX

A. Symmetric functions. Let A,; denote the ring of the syinmetric functions in
the variables x={x^x^... } with coefficients in C; namely our A^ is the scalar
extension of the A^ in [6], wliich is Z-algebra, to C. Let ̂  denote the sabring of
Ax generated by the power smns of odd degrees, iiamely the pr{x), r = 1, 3, 5,
Then {p^(x) |A   OP} is a basis of ^, where PA = H^ipA /.

' 

For A   'DP,
let Q\(x)   As denote Schur's Q-function indexed by A (cf. f7l, f9, ^61). Then
{Q). (x) | A   DP} is also a basis of ̂ ,. "" ~" " "" l'J' l"'
B. Semisimple superalgebras. A Zs-graded algebra A, which is called a su-
peralgebra in this paper, is called simple if it does not have nontrivial Zz-graded
two-sided ideals. If A is a sunple superalgebra, then it is either isomorphic to
Af(m, n) (denoted by M(m|n) in [2]) for some m and n, or isomorpliic to Q(n) for
some n (see [2], [13, §1] for the defiiiitions of simple superalgebras M(m, n), Q{n)}.

Let V be an A-module, namely a Zs-graded vector space V = VQ^VI together
with a represeiitation^: A -. End(V) satisfying p{A^)Vft C V^+ft (a, p   Zs"). By
an A-submodule of V we mean a Zs-graded p(A)-stable subspace of V. We say
that V is sunple if it does not have nontrivial A-submodules.

Let vandw betwo A'modul_es- Let Hom^(y'w) (a   Z2) denote the subspace
ofHom°. (y^) = ^  Hom(y^); , (^3) CX+^} consisting of all elements /  
Homa(V, W) such that /^) = (-l)^af(v) for'all a  A^ (^   Zs) and v C V.
^ H?,I^4(?/' !fJ ̂  Hom^y' W)©Hoi^(y, TV) and put Eiid^V) =Hom^V).
We call End^(y) the supercentraUzer of A in End(V). Two A-modules'V and
w are called isomorphic if there exists an invertible linear map /   Hom^(V, W).
If this is the case, we write V ^^ W (or simply write V ^W). If V and TV are
simple A-modules then V = IV ifand only if there exists an invertible eleinent ill
flom\(V, W) orRom\(V, W). Note that, in [11] we distinguished between V and
the shift of V which is defined to be the same vector space as V with the switched
grading. In tliis paper, however, we identify V and the shift of V.

/?fY. i! a simPleA-module. then End^(y) is isomorphic to either M(l, 0) S C or
Q(l) ̂ Ci (cf. Jl, Prop. 2. 17], [2, Prop. 2. 5, Cor. 2. 6])~. Ill the former (resp. latter)
case, we say th&tV ̂  of type M (resp. of type ~Q). Tliis gives the foUowmg
theorein (see [I], [2], [11, §1] for the definition of "the "supertens^or product""of th^
superalgebras or modules).

TheoremB'1- LetC =A®B bethe supertensor product of superalgebras A and
B andletV =U ®W be the supertensor product of a simple A-module U and a
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simple B-module W.

(a) IfU, W are of type M, then V is a simple C-module of type M.
(b) If one of U and W is of type At and the other is of type Q, then V is a

simple C-module of type Q.
(c) If U and W are of type Q, then V is a sum of two copies of a simple

C-module X of type M: V = XQX.
Moreover, the above construction gives all simple A <2> B-modules.

Using the above U, W, V axid X, define ail A S> jB-moduIe U oW by

V if[7orTVisoftypeM,
X if ;7 and W are oftype Q.

Let Irr A denote the set of all isomorpliism classes of simple A-inodules for any
superalgebra A.

Corollary B.2. We have a bijection

o: IrrAxIrrB 3 (U, W) ^ UoW e lrrA®B.

C. Sergeev's duality. We review Sergeev's duality relation between B'^ aiid Z^n
on the space W in Theorem 4. 1. Define a map d: DPk -+ Zs by d(\) = 0 (resp.
d(A) == 1) if l(>) is even (resp. l{>) is odd).

Theorem C. [8] (1) The two superalgebras '9(Bk) and Un act on W as mutual
supercentralizers of each other:

(C. l) Ende^)(lV) = ^(6, ), End^^)(W) = 6(^).

(2) The simple Bk-module W\ (A   DPk) occurs in W if and only ifl(\)} $ n.
Then we have

(C. 2) w^Bk®Un WxoUx
AeZ?P«:, l(>)^n

where U\ denotes a simple Lfn-module corresponding to W\ in W in the sense of
DSCT.

(3) The character values of Ch[U\] are given as follows :

(C. 3) Ch[^](a;i, a;2,.. ., a;n) = 2 ' '2 ' 'QA(3;i, a;2,. .., a;n).

D. A duality of Ak and q(n). We established a duality relation between Ak and
Un oil the space W£ in Theorem 4.2.
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Theorem D. [11, Th. 4. 1] The Ak ®Un-submodule W  of W is decomposed as a
multiplicity-free sum of simple Ak ® Un -modules as follows :

(D. l) w£^Ak®^» ^ ° ^.
A6Z?Pt

(1) Assume that k is even. Then the simple Ak ̂ Un-modules V\ o U\ in W  are
of type M. Furthermore we have

(D. 2) Ende(^)(TV ) = ^(A), End,, (^)(iy£) = 0(^).
(2) Assume that k is odd. Then the simple Ak ®Un-modules V\ 6 U\ in W  are

of type Q. Furthermore we have

(D. 3) Ende(^)(W£) - Ci <2> ^(^), End^(^)(lVC ) - Ci ® e(^).

E. Stembridge's chetracter formula for B'^. We review Stembridge's formula
for the character values of siinple B^-modules , in a fonn adapted to the simple
modules in the Zz-graded sense.

Theorem E. (cf. [10, Lem. 7. 5]) We have
^3(I(»)+i(^))
2-2- P^}p, (y)= ^ Ch[V^]{wK 'l/)2~^'"w~^"t/Q, (x, y)Q^x, -y)

(\, ^(DP^),

forall(K,, v)   (OP2)^, wAere ^(a:, y) = Q^(2;i, a;2,... , ^i, y2,... ) andQ^x, -y)
= <3A. (a;l, 2;2, . . ., -2/1, -2/2, . . . ).
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